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Dear Senior Dean,

Congratulations on being elected to serve your chapter as Senior Dean. The next year 
will be one of the most educational years of your life. You will grow as a leader and as an 
individual. The insights you gain into human nature and into organizational dynamics, as 
well as the skills you will develop as a leader and a motivator, will prove invaluable to you 
throughout your personal and professional life. 

As the Senior Dean, it is your duty to read this Gold Book carefully and to aid the 
Venerable Dean in leading chapter to the best of your ability. Specifically, you are 
responsible for the internal operations and membership education in your chapter. To gain 
a good understanding of the other chapter offices, you should review all other publications 
in the Gold Book series currently available to your chapter from the International 
Headquarters. If you do not have a seperate office for pledge education, it will also be 
required that you read and follow the Pledge Education Gold Book.

It is required that you work with the Venerable Dean to hold a Chapter Retreat sometime 
during your term (preferably prior to the fall semester), so reading the Chapter Retreat 
Gold Book will also be necessary. I would also recommend you review Acacia’s Chapter 
Standards program, The Spirit of Excellence, so that you can continuously evaluate your 
chapter’s performance and strive to be recognized at the Biennial Conclave. 

I extend my best wishes to you for every success in your position. Should you ever require 
assistance, please feel free to contact me at the Headquarters. Congratulations, and best 
of luck! 

So Live, 

Benjamin B. Turconi, California '12
Director of Communications and Education
Acacia Fraternity

Acacia Fraternity Gold Book
A Message from the Headquarters
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Quotes on Leadership

"It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the strong man stumbles, 
or where the doer of deeds could have done them better. The credit belongs to the man 
who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who 
strives valiantly; who errs, who comes short again and again, because there is no effort 
without error and shortcoming; but who does actually strive to do the deeds; who knows 
great enthusiasms, the great devotions; who spends himself in a worthy cause; who at the 
best knows in the end the triumph of high achievement, and who at the worst, if he fails, 
at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with those cold and 
timid souls who neither know victory nor defeat."

- Theodore Roosevelt, April 23rd, 1910
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The job of Senior dean is one of vital importance to the proper operation of any Acacia 
Chapter. Your chapter has entrusted you with this important function. This manual 
is designed to help you formulate a constructive and positive pledge program.  It is 
important to remember that pledges must be properly educated if they are to become 
productive members of the active chapter.

The emphasis of the program is on making the pledge become a part of the chapter, not 
just his pledge class, through an experience which will reinforce his initial positive feelings 
toward the fraternity.  While the manual covers a wide variety of topics, it should be noted 
that each chapter may have local customs and traditions they may wish to add to make 
their program the best available. Differences in chapter size may likewise cause some 
variations in programming.

It is also your responsibility as Senior Dean to acquaint yourself with the policies and 
practices of the other members of the interfraternity system. New concepts in pledge 
education are being developed every day and, as a chapter officer, it is your responsibility 
to see that your chapter's programming will not become outdated.

With these things in mind, read this material and use it as a guide in setting up a positive 
pledge program for your chapter's individualized needs.  It is your responsibility as an 
Acacian to bring about needed changes.  Remember - our goal is to develop good brothers 
not just good pledges.

Introduction
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Good Operations

Task Timeframe Y/N
Ensure that the chapter has a Judiciary/Standards 
Committee set up to hear all appeals of fines and 

disciplinary actions
At beginning of term

Ensure that the chapter has an established system of 
actions that are “fine-able” and what the proposed fine 

or punishment is for those actions
At beginning of term

Ensure that nobody on the Judiciary/Standards is 
already on the Executive Board and it therefore operates 

as an independent body from the Executive Board
At beginning of term

Ensure that there is an established system for 
submitting fines whether electronically or in writing and 

a limited window for those appeals to be made
At beginning of term

Ensure that the committee meets at a regularly 
established time to hear appeals [traditionally after 

Chapter Meetings]
At beginning of term

Ensure that the pledge education process is hazing-free 
and prepares members for initiation and brotherhood At beginning of term

Ensure that there is at least one Cornerstones 
Membership Education opportunity a semester Once Per Semester
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Better Operations

Task Timeframe Y/N
Ensure that the Committee is flexible in disciplinary 

practices if a brother should choose to appeal Weekly

Ensure that the committee comes up with creative 
ways to discipline brothers that will “teach a lesson and 
educate” rather than inhibit a brothers desire to be a 

part of the Chapter

Within first month of academic 
term

Ensure that as regulators of the Chapter’s members, the 
committee can be suited to help in assigning any awards 

alongside the Executive Council [where applicable]
Weekly/Monthly

Ensure that there is at least one 'Alumni Cornerstones 
Talk' opportunity a semester Once per Semester
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Best Operations

Task Timeframe Y/N
Ensure that the chapter has a brotherhood/house 

points system that can be used for things such as room 
selection, accessibility to certain sign ups, etc.

At beginning of term
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International Identity
The identity that your chapter has with the international aspect of our fraternity is very 
important. You should do all in your power to give the members a clearer understanding 
of the fact that you are not out there entirely on your own. You are part of a nationwide 
system of chapters that represents Acacia from coast to coast. Through attendance of 
Acacia Leadership Academies, Conclaves, submittals of scholarship applications from 
the AFF, yearly chapter visits from Leadership Consultants, and other such services 
your chapter should have a sense of the value of recognizing the Fraternity as being 
international in scope. 

It is unfortunate, but many chapters simply see the International Fraternity as some 
"father figure" that sends you bills and pulls charters if you make some mistake! That 
could not be further from the truth. In essence, that is putting the cart before the horse. 
The only reason that the International Headquarters exists is to make our undergraduate 
chapters stronger and more able to provide a quality Acacia Fraternity experience. Period. 
It is not as though the Headquarters could exist without the undergraduate chapters. The 
Headquarters is there to help you, but they cannot predict your needs without you telling 
them. So, constantly stay in touch, ask for help if needed, and take advantage of the fine 
International Fraternity of which you are a part. 
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Complete Officer Transition
The campaign is done, you’ve given your speech, answered some questions thoughtfully, 
and won the election for the highest office in the chapter. You are a brand-new Venerable 
Dean. You are full of enthusiasm, there are things you want to change immediately, and 
there are things you want to change long-term. But where do you start?  

You’ve got a brand-new Executive Council as well, all wanting to “do better than your 
predecessors,” but every one of them wants their new idea front-and-center on the 
agenda. You just inherited an overflowing binder or box full of information; or maybe all 
you got was a pat on the back and well wishes from the outgoing Venerable Dean. Here are 
some actions that you need to take right away: 

Review officer binder checklist: carefully review all guidelines and understand the 
suggestions from predecessors; assemble new information if necessary
How: Summary page included on Page 6 of Officer Transition Gold Book

Plan & execute officer retreat: this is the time to share goals for the next year and 
meet with the previous office holder to understand his experience in office
How: Refer to Officer Transition Gold Book

Set goals for time in office: goals should be S.M.A.R.T. (Specific, Measurable, 
Attainable, Realistic, Timely), use the Success Through Habit system and the 
Chapter Action Plan.
How: Utilize Goal Setting Guidelines (included in Appendix)
How: Utilize the Success Through Habit system (included in Appendix) 
How: Utilize the Chapter Action Plan (accessible via Chapter Dropbox Account)

Meet with Chapter Advisor 
How: Use the Sample Agenda Topics (Included in Appendix) 

Establish the chapter committee structure 
How: Use the Sample Agenda Topics (Included in Appendix)

Lead the Cornerstones Membership Education Program
This includes both pledge education and general membership education.
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Host an Officer/Chapter Retreat

Planning, organizing, and hosting a retreat will be one responsibility that you will encounter 
during your term as Venerable Dean. Whether or not you delegate this responsibility is of 
no concern, as long as you do have a retreat. Do not cheat the chapter by depriving them 
of this vital chapter function. A retreat will provide many valuable end results for the 
chapter that cannot be obtained elsewhere. 

The most successful way to plan your retreats is to have an officers retreat first; within 
the first two weeks of the semester. Then have a whole chapter retreat within the next 
two weeks. This allows for you and your new executive council to get organized and used to 
working with each other before you have to take care of the entire chapter. 

There are, on the following pages, sample retreat agendas and other such literature 
which will be of help to you when planning your retreat. The absolute best way to plan 
a good retreat is to read and use our CHAPTER RETREATS Gold Book, available from 
Headquarters. It is a Gold Book that is devoted entirely to the topic of chapter retreats. It 
is a great resource, so use it! 

RETREATS
A Retreat will provide many valuable end-results for the chapter. These benefits include: 

1. A Retreat determines goals that provide direction for the chapter's future. 
2. A Retreat allows an opportunity to get topics out in the open for mature and 

cooperative discussion. 
3. The whole chapter is involved in decision making. 
4. A Retreat improves spirit and develops leadership to insure continuity and progress. 
5. The discovery of a common fraternal bond is realized. 
6. Chapter unity is strengthened. 
7. A Retreat provides for a review of individual responsibilities to the chapter. 
8. An appreciation for the chapter's strengths is promoted. 
9. A Retreat builds a feeling of renewed dedication and commitment to the Fraternity. 

You will find an example chapter retreat agenda on the following page. Review the Officer 
Transition Gold book for complete instructions on planning and executing a retreat. 

Please contact communications@acacia.org for any questions or guidance regarding 
your retreat. Whether you are a seasoned veteran, or doing something like this for the 
first time, the Headquarters staff can be of assistance.

mailto:programming@acacia.org
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Host an Officer/Chapter Retreat

FRIDAY 

4:00   pm  Retreat committee arrives. 
7:00 – 8:00  pm  Brothers arrive and get settled. 
8:00 – 9:00  pm  Executive Committee meets and talks about what they hope to
    accomplish and appoints discussion groups. 
10:00 – 10:30 pm  Informal meeting to discuss Retreat and goals.

SATURDAY 

7:30 – 9:00  am  Breakfast 
9:00 – 9:55  am  Topic in groups: PLEDGE EDUCATION 
9:55 – 10:10  am  Break 
10:10 – 11:00  am  General Meeting to discuss pledge education 
11:10 – 12:00  pm  Topic in groups: DEVELOP NEXT SEMESTER'S RUSH (fall &  
    summer) 
12:00 – 1:30  pm  Lunch (discuss rush) 
1:30 – 2:30  pm  Topic in groups: FINANCES (review strengths and weaknesses) 
2:30 – 5:00  pm  Recreation 
5:00 – 6:00  pm  General discussion 
7:00 – 8:00  pm  Dinner
8:00   pm  Formal Meeting 

SUNDAY 

9:30 – 10:30  pm  Breakfast 
10:30 – 12:00  pm  Informal meeting to review the Retreat 
12:00 – 2:00  pm  Picnic with Little Sisters 
2:00 – 3:00  pm  Clean up 
3:00 – 4:00  pm  Leave

Example Chapter Retreat Agenda
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Chapter Crisis Communication Plan

Incident Communication Procedure:

Step 1) Ensure safety - Make sure everyone is safe, call 911 if necessary.

Step 2) Ensure appropriate privacy & process - Make sure 
the entire chapter understands to not talk about the incident to anyone except for the 
Venerable Dean (including zero tolerance policy for any type of social media postings 
or discussions) and to direct all media / communication requests to the fraternity 
headquarters - communications@acacia.org.

Step 3) Immediate notification - Make a phone call to your Chapter 
Advisor and the Executive Director of Acacia Fraternity at (317) 872-8210 and provide all 
necessary details via the incident report form (acacia.org/incidentreport). Also make a 
phone call to your campus greek advisor. 

Step 4) One spokesman - Direct all media inquires to the International 
Headquarters by saying, “I can’t give you any answers right now but can appreciate your 
desire to know more. I ask you to direct all inquiries to our International Headquarters 
who will give you more information when it becomes available. You may direct your 
inquiries to communications@acacia.org.”

Step 5) Be truthful & Be patient - As Acacians, we value Virtue, 
Knowledge, & Truth. Be truthful in dealing with any crisis. Wait for more information from 
the International Headquarters and instruct all members again to not speak to anyone 
about the incident except by stating the above statement. 

There may come times during your tenure in which you may deal with a crisis. This 
could come in many forms. Someone could be injured at the house or during an off-site 
event. The media may request comment on something your chapter has been accused 
of or about Greek life in general. It is important that you and your chapter are aware 
of the following guidelines. As the Venerable Dean, you are responsible for ensuring 
these guidelines are followed. If you are not going to be present at an event, it is your 
responsibility to appoint someone to follow this process and to alert the chapter who to 
notify in the event of an emergency or media inquiry.

http://acacia.org/incidentreport
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Executive Council and Committees

One responsibility that is beneficial to address early in your term is the selection of 
committees.  This is an important duty that, if done properly, can make your term in office 
more successful by making the chapter more productive.  

Delegation is one of the higher-level skills that you must master in order to facilitate the 
greatest good of the fraternity.  It is a necessity.  The brothers that surround you on the 
executive council are capable leaders, as well, and they are looking for ways to shine.  You 
must set the circumstances just right for them to be successful along with you.  

Communication is the only way to stay of top of things.  As you delegate responsibilities, 
you need to keep a list of items that you are waiting on from others; call it a “Waiting For” 
list.  

The committee structure of your chapter should be divided into two classifications: 
• Standing committees – these stay in existence at all times, function regularly, and 

meet independent of the chapter meeting and executive council meeting. Examples 
include:

  •  Example configuration #1 - Committee on Initiation, Committee on   
  Membership Recruitment, Committee on Member Development, Committee  
  on Alumni Affairs, Committee on Human Service, Committee of Public   
  Relations
  •  Example configuration #2 - Internal Committee, External Committee,  
  Operations Committee, Recruitment Committee
• 
• Ad hoc committees – these are formed to facilitate special items of business that are 

not continuous chapter concerns. Ad hoc, a Latin phrase, means "for this". Examples 
include:

  •  Homecoming Committee, Parents Weekend Committee, Living Room   
      Remodeling Committee, Formal Planning Committee

It is your responsibility to assign ad hoc committees to appropriate items of concern, so 
always be on the lookout for topics that could better be handled outside of the chapter 
meeting and do not hesitate to assign it to a committee.
 
A word of warning about ad hoc committees – some topics are of a nature — either 
by importance, urgency or sensitivity — that they are best handled immediately in the 
chapter meeting without delay. Be careful not to assign too much business to committees, 
as assigning important or urgent topics to a committee could give the chapter the 
impression that you are afraid to deal with issues and are trying to sweep them under the 
rug.
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Executive Council and Committees

Committee on Membership Recruitment

Purpose

To implement a successful recruitment campaign and utilize a 
comprehensive strategy following the “6 Cylinders” model identified 
by Phired Up Productions: Referrals, Summer Recruitment, Member 
Positioning, Membership Drives, Marketing for Names, and Formal 
Recruitment.

Chairman Recruitment Chairman

Role of 
Comm. 
Members

Ambassadors for the chapter: to ensure that only the highest quality men 
are invited to join.

Responsibility

Every committee member should work to support the Recruitment 
Chairman, provide a “can do” attitude towards recruitment, and 
encourage other chapter members to participate in the membership 
recruitment process.

Guidelines

The members on this committee should work well with the Recruitment 
Chairman and may desire to become Recruitment Chairman in the 
future, or have some experience in the position in their past.  Within the 
committee, task one member with leading communications, one with 
documenting chapter progress on ChapterBuilder (or other names list) 
and one with identifying an active member for each prospective member 
to speak with regarding topics like academics, service, athletics, or other 
areas of fraternity life.
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Executive Council and Committees

Cornerstones Committee (Membership Development)

Purpose This committee is in charge of all chapter educational programming and 
oversight of the Cornerstones membership development program.

Chairman Senior Dean or Cornerstones Chairman

Role of 
Comm. 
Members

Stay focused on every member making continuous improvements in 
their life; provide motivation and encouragement for each member to 
participate in the Cornerstones program

Responsibility

Identify on-campus opportunities for members to pursue learning 
opportunities outside the classroom.  Schedule activities in which the 
whole chapter (or a smaller group) participates.  Work with any members 
that are struggling to make personal progress.

Guidelines

The members on this committee devote time toward scheduling programs 
for individual and chapter-wide participation. Your host institution has 
a mission statement that drives the administration to provide the best 
possible academic curriculum for its students. The Fraternity looks to the 
words in our Preamble as a guide, and we seek to provide a membership 
experience and personal development curriculum that prepares our 
members for the rigors of the world after college.

Note to the 
SD

It is the obligation of the Fraternity to make each member a better 
prepared individual by the time he leaves the chapter compared to when 
he was pledged. Much of the education one receives is in the form of human 
relations from living in a chapter house with all of your brothers, or from 
the leadership experienced from an office held, or from the collaboration 
and compromise we seek in relationships with our brothers.
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Executive Council and Committees

Committee on Initiation
Purpose To assure that the Acacia Ritual is performed “by the book”

Chairman Senior Dean

Role of 
Comm. 
Members

Be the “Ritual Team”, relied upon for performance of ceremonies and the 
interpretation of the ceremonies

Responsibility 
To schedule and lead all of the initiation activities of the chapter; to 
schedule “Ritual rehearsals” in advance of ceremonies; to maintain and 
uphold Acacia Fraternity’s position concerning hazing

Guidelines

This committee should be comprised mainly of upperclassmen who tend to 
be more mature. These should be honored positions, held by members of 
the chapter that epitomize the values of our Ritual: Virtue, Knowledge, and 
Truth.

Note to the 
SD

It is a great relief to rely on this committee to ensure that there will be no 
hazing which would distract from the effectiveness of the lessons in the 
Ritual.

Committee on Human Service
Purpose To ensure that the chapter lives up to our motto, “Human Service”

Chairman Junior Dean or Human Service Chairman

Role of 
Comm. 
Members

Be knowledgeable about the philanthropic and community-related impact of 
the chapter and be able to direct members towards service opportunities 
when asked.

Responsibility 

Maintain a yearly schedule of philanthropic and human service-related 
activities, including the “Seven Days of Service” campaign. Keep the brothers 
informed on a weekly and monthly basis about upcoming opportunities for 
them to get involved, especially in events occurring on campus and in the 
surrounding community.

Guidelines The members of this committee should be focused on the external impact 
of the chapter in the community.
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Executive Council and Committees

Committee on Alumni Affairs

Purpose
To keep alumni informed of chapter operations, member development and 
recruitment, as well as facilitate brotherhood opportunities between the 
active and alumni brothers. 

Chairman Alumni Chairman

Role of 
Comm. 
Members

Be knowledgeable about active-to-alumni communications.  Understand 
the organizational structure of active and alumni entities.  

Responsibility 

Maintain current contact information for Chapter Advisor, House 
Corporation Board members, and all alumni members.  Be ambassadors 
of the active chapter, especially as it relates to interacting with alumni 
members.  Train the chapter on speaking with alumni.

Guidelines

The members of this committee can be in charge of anything from 
publishing newsletters and maintaining a database of alumni contact & 
career information to sitting on the House Corporation Board and voicing 
the needs of the active chapter.

Note to the 
VD

Alumni brothers are your key to maintaining a sense of continuity from 
year-to-year and have real-world experience and contacts that make them 
valuable advisors. It is vital for you as a Senior Dean to keep your alumni 
informed of the most important issues in chapter affairs, including both 
challenges and opportunities. The International Headquarters maintains an 
extensive database of alumni records, so please keep the HQ informed of 
any changes to the contact or career information of any member.
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Goal Setting Guidelines

“The world makes way for the man who knows where he is going.”
-Ralph Waldo Emerson

“Do not wait; the time will never be ‘just right’.  Start where you stand, and work with 
whatever tools you may have at your command, and better tools will be found as you go 
along.”
- Napoleon Hill

Why set goals?
Setting goals for your term in office will be crucial to your success.  You will have many 
days when unexpected events or circumstances will distract your attention, and in order 
for the chapter to be continuously making progress, you must have some agreement 
amongst the members of the chapter about where the organization is heading.

Where to set goals 
Goal setting can take place at a Chapter Retreat, an Executive Officer Retreat, remotely 
by way of  utilizing resources through your chapter Dropbox account, or even on the back 
of the proverbial napkin in a restaurant!  Truthfully, you will be writing and re-writing your 
goals constantly, so the important thing is not necessarily to have a “perfectly written 
goal”, but to have a specific sense of where you are going.

How to set goals
In this section, you will be provided with guidelines for the goal setting process.  You will 
see that it is a detailed process that will take some time, but those Venerable Deans that 
carefully set their goals and begin enacting action plans to achieve them will be far ahead 
of their colleagues who choose not to.

“Nothing can add more power to your life than concentrating all of your energies on a 
limited set of targets.”
- Nido Qubein
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Goal Setting Guidelines

Management by Objective 
Step One: The Process

1. Have your chapter review the Spirit of Excellence Chapter Standards Program 
(available via your chapter Dropbox account) to assess the chapter and develop a 
list of areas for improvement.

2. Once areas for improvement have been identified, create targeted objectives to 
help the chapter make progress.  

3. Once potential objectives have been listed for each area, the Venerable Dean 
(or facilitator) works to gain consensus upon the priority level of each area for 
improvement.

4. Once priorities have been defined, each objective is assigned to an individual 
or committee responsible for developing and organizing the action plan for the 
objective.

5. Be sure that a projected completion date or timeline is formulated for each 
objective, and set a schedule for reviewing the status of all objectives and next 
actions on a weekly basis. 

For example, if an area for improvement is ‘improved scholarship’, and the objective is ‘to 
attain the highest fraternity GPA on campus’, then the action plan may look something like 
this:

Area for Improvement - Scholarship / Academics
Objective - Our chapter will achieve the highest fraternity GPA on 

campus during the spring semester
Next Actions Officer Responsible Deadline
Schedule a time management seminar for all 
chapter members for January 10th

Cornerstones 
Chairman December 1

Identify all campus tutoring options for each major 
& post a contact sheet of tutors every Monday

Scholarship 
Chairman

Weekly, 
on-going

Limit social events to Friday and Saturday night only Junior Dean
Weekly, 
on-going

Make “academics” the first or second topic 
discussed with potential new members, to reinforce 
its importance to chapter members

Recruitment 
Chairman

Weekly, 
on-going

Enforce “quiet hours” in the chapter house Sunday - 
Thursday Senior Steward

Weekly, 
on-going
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Goal Setting Guidelines

Management by Objective
Step Two: Monitoring Progress
One executive officer should be responsible for copying and distributing each objective 
sheet. One copy should be retained by the individual responsible, and copies should be 
posted in the chapter house for all members to see. At least once a month, a progress 
report should be presented to the chapter by those responsible for the objectives.

Chapter officers should make a routine of checking up on each objective weekly with the 
following questions:

• Is the objective clarified? Is it measurable with a timeline?

• Have resources been considered? Time, budget, materials?

• What are the best alternatives for implementation?

• What may go wrong? What will be done to avert problems and address challenges?

• Is the plan a means to the end? (It should be.)

Management by Objective
Step Three: Periodic Re-evaluation
Each goal and objective must be periodically re-evaluated and modified as necessary. 
Resources necessary for an objective to be met must also be reviewed, as well the 
priorities of the objective. The Management by Objective goal setting process should 
be repeated twice each year to celebrate successes and to establish new objectives and 
timelines.
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Goal Setting Guidelines

How to write out your goals: Utilize the “Three P’s of goal 
writing”

“Three P’s of Goal Writing”

 1. Present Tense – “I am recruiting a 20-member pledge class Fall 20xx semester.”
  •    Each goal should be written as if it has already been achieved.  This will 
   trigger  your mind to work more efficiently to achieve the goal.
 
 2. Positive Language – “I am looking at our chapters balanced bank account  
 statement with $3,000 in reserves at the end of the semester on December 12,  
 20xx.”
  •    Again, use positive language “as if” the goal were already completed.   
   This will help your mind do a shift into a mode in which you mentally 
   get used to believing that this goal will be accomplished. 
 
 3. Personal – “I am successfully meeting & capturing contact information from 5  
 potential members per day, totaling 25 potential members for the week of August  
 15th, 20xx.”
  •    Always use the word “I”, plus an action verb
  •    Keep action verb short, simple, sharp
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Goal Setting Guidelines

Goal Achieving Process: How to Achieve Any Goal 
Source: Brian Tracy is widely regarded as one of the top personal productivity experts 
of our time.  He has spent his life studying the best and the brightest in the world, and 
helping them find ways to become even more successful and productive. He coaches his 
followers on the simple process of goal setting as follows: 

Step 1: Decide exactly what you want.  
Gain clarity about what is expected of you, and in what order of priority

Step 2: Write it down.  
A goal or objective that is not in writing is merely a wish or fantasy.  It has no energy 
behind it.  Remember the three P’s: present, personal, positive.  A goal should be in the 
present tense, use personal language, and positive language.  For example, “I am the 
President of the Interfraternity Council by the beginning of my junior year.”  Or, “I am 
the facilitator of an excellent chapter retreat during the first week back to school in the 
spring.”

Step 3: Set a deadline on your goal.  
Set sub-deadlines if necessary. You must assign a time element to make it more real to 
you.

Step 4: Make a list of everything you can think of that you are going to have to do to 
achieve your goal.  
As you think of new activities, add them to your list. Keep building your list until it is 
complete. A list gives you a visual picture of the larger task or objective. It gives you a 
track to run on.

Step 5: Organize the list into a plan.  
Organize the list based on ‘priority’ and ‘sequence.’  Decide what you can do now and 
what you can do later. Decide what needs to be done first and what needs to be done 
afterwards.

Step 6: Take action on your plan immediately.  
Do something…anything; and you will build the momentum needed to complete the entire 
goal. An average plan vigorously executed is far better than a brilliant plan on which 
nothing is done.

Step 7: Resolve to do something every single day that moves you toward your major 
goal.  
Build it into your daily schedule. Whatever it is, you must never miss a day.
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Officer Binders

Excerpt from Officer Transition Gold Book:

The key to officer transition is having an effective way to pass on important information 
from year to year. The creation of officer binders should become a top priority for chapter 
officers. These binders should contain all information that is pertinent for an officer to do 
his job. 

An officer binder should contain, but shouldn’t be limited to, the following items:

• University Mission Statement
• Acacia Mission Statement and Preamble
• Office Role/Responsibilities
• Office Gold Book (this guide)
• Laws of Acacia
• University Academic Calendar
• Chapter Calendar
• Chapter Bylaws
• IFC Bylaws
• Contact information
• Acacia International Headquarters
• Chapter Advisor
• Chapter Corporation Board
• University Student/Greek Affairs
• Events (Venues/Vendors)
• Publications (Student and Local Papers)
• Archives
• Past Calendars 
• Event/Activity/Project Ideas
• Activity and Project Reports

• Any other information useful for a specific office 

Benefits: Organizing this information for current and future officers will help the chapter 
succeed and lower the stress of new office holders.

The key word is continuity. You need to establish continuity in programs and operations 
so that the majority of your time is spent on new, productive ideas and not on reinventing 
things that have been invented hundreds of times before by previous officers.
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Appendix

The following pages contain important information that you should read in order to 
maximize your understanding of and success in your position.

Appendix Contents:

Acacia Fraternity Fee Schedule ........................................................................................................... 38
Leadership ................................................................................................................................................. 39
Motivation .................................................................................................................................................. 42
Public Relations Awareness .................................................................................................................. 44
Group Communication Techniques ..................................................................................................... 45
Appointing Committee Heads .............................................................................................................. 46
Legal Liability .............................................................................................................................................47
Hazing .......................................................................................................................................................... 50
What is a Chapter? .................................................................................................................................. 54
The ERA and Title IX ................................................................................................................................61
Glossary ...................................................................................................................................................... 62
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Acacia Fraternity Fee Schedule

Fee Description When 
Due?

Pledge Dues $90 due with Pledge Record after pledge induction 
ceremony.

Within 72 
Hours

Initiation Dues
$250 due with Membership Record following 
all degree work. This fee covers the cost of a 
membership badge and shingle.

Within 72 
Hours

Per Capita Dues $124 due each semester for every active member 
within a chapter. Semesterly

NIC Fee $7 due each semester for every active member 
within a chapter. Semesterly

Technology Fee
$9 due each semester for every active member 
within a chapter and at the time of pledging for 
each new member.

Semesterly/ 
Within 72 

Hours

Insurance $135 per member, per semester, subject to annual 
increases Semesterly

D&O Insurance $60-$165 per chapter, based on if the chapter has 
a chapter house ($165) or not ($60) Yearly (Fall)

Honorary 
Initiation

$75, due with Membership Record following degree 
work.

Within 72 
Hours

Alumni Dues Determined by local alumni association. Determined 
Locally

Replacement 
Shingle Visit acacia.org/replacement for details and prices As Needed

Pledge Pins $5.25 - contact Acacia Headquarters As Needed

Pythagoras 
Manual $10 - contact Acacia Headquarters. As Needed

Badge $120 - $240 - contact Acacia Headquarters As Needed

ALA / Conclave
$450 per chapter (pays for 2 registrations - 
additional registrations are determined based on 
current pricing at time of ALA/Conclave)

Yearly (Spring)

VD Summit $100 per chapter (pays for 1 registration) Yearly (Fall)
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You were selected to become a Venerable Dean of Acacia Fraternity through a vote in 
which the majority of your peers thought that you were a good enough leader to guide 
their fraternity for the next year. They put their faith in your leadership abilities. The 
logical explanation is that you are already developing quality leadership characteristics 
which were evident to the other members of your chapter. 

Leadership Style
The point being made is that your leadership style is just that... yours. Because you have 
now assumed the title of Venerable Dean does not mean that your leadership style, which 
is a reflection of your personality, must change drastically. Nor does it mean that assuming 
all of the leadership traits or ideas which will be presented will make you a better leader. 
It simply means that other people see you as having the type of personality and maturity 
that is needed to successfully lead people. 

General Tips 
• Be fair, be honest, and work on the technical aspects of your position (such as the 

system described in the previous section, or your public speaking ability, etc.) and 
let your instinct and experience guide you with the rest. 

• Use what works for you, and disregard what does not. You are unique. In all the 
history of the world there was never anyone exactly like you, and in all of the infinity 
to come there will never be another you. 

To Discover Your Leadership Strengths
• Buy the book Strengths-Based Leadership & do the Strengths-Finder assessment 

to discover your Top 5 Leadership Strengths.  The assessment will provide insight 
into how your particular leadership strengths can be applied, and also provides 
direction regarding how to work with everyone in your chapter based on their 
leadership strengths.  

• Take the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator assessment for another perspective on “who 
you are”

• Take the DISC Personality Test for yet another perspective on “who you are”

My Definition of Leadership:
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Leadership Statements

Leadership is one of those concepts that has been defined in so many different ways by so 
many different people that it can be difficult to agree on a particular definition.  

Instructions: Take a few minutes to read the statements below, and identify which 
statements you agree with or disagree with.  There is space at the bottom to write in your 
own definition of leadership if you would like to.

1. Leadership is the ability to impress the will of the leader on those led and induce 
obedience, respect, loyalty, and cooperation.

2. The role of the leader is to serve followers and empower them to become leaders 
themselves.

3. Leadership is an individual act.  One person - a leader - provides leadership.  A 
leader interacts with followers primarily to get them to do what he or she wants 
them to do.  A leader may influence either through persuasion or power, but the 
point is to get the followers to accomplish the goals the leader sets.

4. Leaders are born, not made.

5. Leadership occurs when one or more persons engage with others in such a way that 
leaders and followers raise one another to higher levels of motivation and morality.

6. Leadership means working together with a shared purpose towards changes that 
make a positive impact on individuals, a cause, or a community.  Within this process, 
those who simply contribute while using their values and unique personal gifts, are 
leaders.

7. Leadership stems from the position a person has within the group.  Leaders 
are those who hold authority within organizations and have a complement of 
subordinates reporting to them.  The role of the leader is to monitor, control, and 
direct subordinates reporting to them.  Leadership is reserved for those who have 
been given a certain rank within the organization.

8. Leadership can be done by anyone, not just by people who are designated as the 
leaders.

*Adapted from the Participant Guide of the Undergraduate Interfraternity Institute, a program 
of the North-American Interfraternity Conference, 2009
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Leadership Qualities & Traits

Which of these will define your term as Venerable Dean? 

• Desire - To be a Venerable Dean you have to want to be one; willing to take the 
risks that go along with the position. 

• Initiative - Must be a self-starter, willing to make decisions & accept responsibility 
for results. 

• Goals - You must have ideas as to what you want to accomplish. Make a list and 
keep checking on it as you proceed. Involve key brothers in your goals. Get them 
done. 

• Enthusiasm - If you expect cooperation you must be excited about your ideas. 

• Flexibility / Adaptability - Always looks for new & better ways. Improvise when 
a plan goes wrong. 

• Tact / Diplomacy - Never scold in public, talk man-to-man with those who need 
direction. Be the mediator and compromiser. Don't take sides without getting the 
facts from all. 

• Broad-mindedness - Consider the needs and desires of all you serve. Don't play 
favorites. 

• Respect - Have respect for those you lead, and be respected. 

• Set the Example - Live up to the standards you expect your followers to abide 
by. Roll up your sleeves and participate in activities and projects.

• Integrity - Keep your word! Do what you say you are going to do.

• Be Democratic - Don't be a dictator or laissez faire leader. People want to be 
led; not dictated to. 

• Confidence - Be direct & firm. Those who elected you expect you to be positive, 
fine, and in control. Don't let people walk over you, but make decisions with 
compassion. 

• Humility - Give recognition to those who deserve the credit. If you deserve it, 
you will get the credit you need, you won't need to take it. It reflects strength, not 
weakness, to admit your mistakes. 

• Humanity - Consider human relations and human needs of those you lead; love,  
recognition, achievement, success, and self-gratification. 

• Responsibility - You have accepted full responsibility by becoming Venerable 
Dean. Don't act impulsively. When the chips are down you must be willing to act - 
that is what sets you apart from others.
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“The Rule of 2/3”

This is a rule which will allow you to get more productivity out of your chapter as a whole. 
It is an efficient way to alleviate, or at least lessen the impact of a word which we will use 
only once before striking it from our vocabulary. Apathy. There, we said it; now promise 
to never use that word again. Take a black marker and cover the word in all of your 
dictionaries! You may think that                  is the cause of all of your problems.  Wrong.  You 
may think that your house is filled with people. Wrong. You may think that                   is the 
reason that your attendance is low at rush functions. Wrong again! There is no such thing 
as                 ! Replace that word which no longer exists with "lack of motivation" and all of 
those sentences become true.

                                   _______________  =  LACK OF MOTIVATION

Remember that phrase and repeat it to yourself every time you hear that extinct word. 
Motivation is what causes people to do things, right? Maybe it is money, maybe it is fear, 
maybe it is survival, but whatever it is…positive or negative, it is motivation that causes 
people to do things. Therefore, a lack of motivation is what causes people -not to do 
things. It is not that someone is inherently lazy or that he is out to undermine all of your 
efforts, it is simply that he has not been motivated by something that will "turn him on." 
Now, back to the "Rule of 2/3." 

Take a roster of all of your brothers and you will find that there are' always approximately 
a third that seem to do the majority of the work, tend to be officers, and are general 
leaders that the chapter could not do without. On the other side of the coin, there is 
a third that seem to have nothing but destruction of the chapter on their mind. They 
complain about everything, do nothing, and never seem to do their fair share of work for 
the chapter. No matter how hard you have tried, you just cannot seem to be able to get 
these guys to help you out. The final third is comprised of individuals who although are 
not the big leaders, will work when asked and are at least not detrimental to the chapter. 
These are the people to motivate. 

The biggest mistake that many Venerable Deans make is wasting time trying to motivate 
the bottom third (who may never respond at all) when the middle third is sitting primed 
and ready for you to give a little shove of motivation to get them moving. Try to motivate 
the middle third and you will be getting more "bang for your buck" than if you spend all of 
your precious tine trying to turn around people who do not want turned around. This may 
seem a bit harsh to count the lower third out entirely, but if you are satisfying their basic 
needs from the fraternity there is nothing else you can do until they decide to become 
part of the middle third. Also, even though it seems as though you desperately need their 
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manpower, if you have two thirds of your group completely motivated you will have more 
help than you know what to do with. 

So, in summary, the "Rule of 2/3" states that you should not waste your time on the 
bottom third, but instead, spend the majority of your time trying to motivate the middle 
third of your chapter...those who want to be motivated.

POSITIVE vs NEGATIVE REINFORCEMENT

After discussing who and why to motivate people for more productivity in your chapter, 
the topic of positive versus negative reinforcement is worth mentioning. 

Simply remember that positive reinforcement is best and negative reinforcement is 
worst. A good healthy pat on the back is more effective than a monetary fine will ever be. 
Many chapters have developed elaborate fine systems for everything that occurs in the 
house from chapter meetings all the way down to missing a social event. If your chapter 
has a system like this, or is moving in that direction, beware. That is a sure fire sign of an 
impending attitude problem and a laziness on the part of the leadership of the house in 
not devising more creative ways to motivate the members to do something. For example, if 
people are not showing up for your chapter meetings, do not fine them more money. That 
is negative. Instead, give them a positive reinforcer that will make them want to come. 
For example, make your meetings more efficient and shorter in length; or have some pizza 
there for anyone who attends; or ask that person not showing up to present a report to 
the chapter concerning the feasibility of getting new furniture.

Whatever it takes is fine…just don't penalize them for not coming. Reward them for 
coming!
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Public Relations Awareness

As Venerable Dean of the chapter of Acacia Fraternity, on your campus, you are the 
physical manifestation of all that your fraternity has to offer. You are looked at as the 
personification of every member of your chapter. This is not only a heavy, but also a very 
proud cross to bear. You must get into the habit of realizing the amount of importance 
that you have to the public relations aspect of your chapter. This includes - meetings, 
hosting events, walking on campus, dealing with the police at three o'clock in the morning, 
or whatever. You are Acacia in everyone's eyes. 

One great idea to keep in the back of your mind is the “Rule of 250.” 

"THE RULE OF 250"

If you ask a minister how many people on an average, attend weddings, he will tell you 
about 250. Similarly, if you ask a funeral director how many people he usually plans on 
attending a funeral, he would tell you that a good average is about 250. 

The inference that can be drawn from these figures is that every person that you ever 
deal with probably has at least 250 acquaintances that are close enough to attend his/her 
wedding and funeral. Therefore, any impression that you give someone can be expected 
to be given to 250 more without you doing a thing. This can be good or bad. A good 
impression will make you look favorable in 250 people's eyes, while a bad impression will 
put you 250 people in the hole, even if they have never even met you! Good impressions 
last...bad impressions come back to haunt you.
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Group Communication Techniques

Here are some ideas concerning group dynamics that should help you immensely in your 
effectiveness as a group leader during chapter meetings:

1. Only discuss what is absolutely necessary. The most often heard complaint 
about chapter meetings is that they are too long. The quickest way to alleviate this 
complaint is to stick to a well prepared agenda. This agenda should be produced 
during the executive committee meeting keeping in mind that 8 or 10 people will 
usually make the same decision that 50 or 60 will. 

2. Do not attempt to railroad or manipulate the group. Although you do have 
the authority in many instances to make a decision or judgment on an issue, if you 
attempt to manipulate the group, they will sense it and you will lose every bit of 
faith that the members once had in you. 

3. Never compete with the group members. If you have ideas that you feel are so far 
superior that they simply must be heard, then quietly tell someone else and let him 
express them. You will favor your own ideas over others due to human nature. If the 
brothers detect that favoritism…their feeling of importance to the meeting is shot. 
It is easiest to simply make it a habit to let the group throw out ideas. 

4. Use every member of the group. If just a few members are doing all of the 
discussing, then you are losing valuable viewpoints of those members who might 
not be as vocal. It is your responsibility as leader to make sure that all opinions 
are adequately expressed. Look right at a quieter member when you ask for 
questions on a topic. If you have one person in particular who tends to dominate the 
conversation, try to control him by avoiding his eyes when asking for a response, or 
possibly saying "thank you, I've got it" when you believe he has made his point.
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Appointing Committee Heads

The appointment of committee heads is one job that, if done properly, can make your life 
much easier as Venerable Dean. You want "do'ers" in those jobs that can take on projects 
and can complete them without much hand-holding from you or any other officer. Here is a 
terrific way to go about finding the best committee head in your chapter. 

Take a roster of all of your members and divide them into cliques. That's right…cliques. No 
matter how much you say you do not have them, every chapter has two or three cliques 
that tend to hang around together quite a bit. There is no need to discuss the issue of 
one happy family right now, that is not what we want. We want committee heads to start 
dividing. All done?     
Now, what you have in front of you is every member of your fraternity divided into each 
particular clique, large or small. Next, you need to decide who is the leader of each clique. 
You know, the one that everyone else in the clique agrees with whenever he makes a 
statement. The ringleader so to speak. Understand that the elected officials of the group 
are very seldom the only leaders. 

The list of leaders that you now have in front of you is the list of members from which you 
should select your committee heads. These guys are not the ones who have done what is 
necessary to get them elected to an office, although that certainly is not bad. What this 
list is comprised of is. a list of guys who get things done by leading people. That is what you 
want in a committee head and that is what these people will give you.
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Probably no other aspect of collegiate fraternity life today receives as much publicity, all of 
it unfavorable, as the subject of HAZING. All of us have read such headlines as "Fraternity 
Pledge Dies of Alcohol Overdose", "Head-on Kills 3 Fraternity Pledges", or "Hell Week Stunt 
Injures 4 Pledges". In recent years several movies and television shows have also been 
devoted to this largely outmoded phase of fraternity living. 

What is HAZING? 

It has been legally defined as the striking, laying open hand upon, treating with violence, 
or offering to do bodily harm to a fraternity pledge with intent to punish or injure him, 
or other treatment of a tyrannical, abusive, shameful, insulting or humiliating nature. 
According to the Statement of Position on Hazing and pre-initiation activities adopted 
by the Fraternity Executives Association (Appendix A), hazing is any action taken or 
situation created, whether on or off the fraternity premises, to produce mental or physical 
discomfort, embarrassment, harassment, or ridicule. 

Whatever the precise definition, a pledge education program which includes hazing of 
any kind is today considered harmful to the spirit of brotherhood which is a collegiate 
fraternity. And the law speaks out "loud and clear" on the wrongfulness of hazing. 
Doubtlessly, the member who actually commits the act can be liable for damages to the 
pledge he mistreats. Moreover, the local chapter, national chapter and school itself may 
have to compensate the victim. Note also that at least one state makes it a criminal 
offense to Injure someone in the act of hazing. All colleges and national chapters prohibit 
this conduct. At a minimum, hazing holds the potential for serious injury or death and 
creates only bad feelings between chapter and the college community. 

Remember that by joining a fraternal organization, the pledge does not, in the eyes of the 
law, assume or consent to the risk of whatever physical or mental consequences which 
may be inflicted upon him by other members. If he is in fact injured physically or mentally 
in the course of hazing, whether collectively by the chapter or by a small informal group, 
financial liability may well accrue against the chapter. No amount of monetary judgement 
can replace a son or make up for a permanent handicap sustained in a few moments of 
misguided frivolity. 
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Report of Jurisprudence Committee
1982 Conclave

New Orleans, Louisiana
August 9-11, 1982

Conclave Action on Anti-Hazing Policy

Summation: This policy defines the term hazing, enumerates the duties and 
responsibilities of the various bodies within the Fraternity structure as to policy 
implementation; establishes the procedural steps which are involved in the handling of any 
question as to violation of the hazing policy; and provides for enforcement of this section. 

DELETE: Article 8, Section 2-201 and Article 8, Section 2-802. (EXPRESS REPEAL) 

ADD: Article 8, Section 2-801 as a - NEW Section to read as follows: 

2-802. Procedure for Implementation. The practice of hazing by any Acacia Fraternity 
Chapter, on or off premises, is hereby prohibited. The International Council shall have the 
authority to implement, through the adoption of policy statements, the provisions of this 
section and the enforcement of this section. 

ADD: Article 10, Code of Procedure. 
10-202. Prohibition against hazing; procedure for investigation and enforcement. 

I.  Hazing allegations 

 A.  Procedure 
1. A hazing allegation shall be received by the Executive Director. 

2. The Executive Director shall immediately notify the International 
President of any allegations. 

3. The International President shall either direct the Executive Director 
to proceed with an investigation by the International staff, appoint 
an independent commission as provided for in 10-101 IA4, or take no 
action on the allegation. 

4. In certain cases, the International Council or the International 
President may appoint a special commission to consist of more 
than three but not more than five disinterested Acacia Fraternity 
members. 

5. If the International President directs the Executive Director to 
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investigate the allegation, the Executive Director shall so notify 
in writing the chapter charged. If an investigatory commission is 
appointed, the Executive Director shall so notify in writing the chapter 
charged. 

6. A written report of any investigation shall be distributed to the 
Executive Director, International Council, the chapter, and the 
Chapter Advisor.

7. If the report substantiates the initial allegation or brings to light other 
violations of Sections 2-801 or 2-802, the chapter shall be required 
to submit a written response to the report. The chapter must 
respond in writing to the Executive Director within ten (10) days from 
the date the investigation report is mailed to them. In appropriate 
cases, a chapter may be requested to show cause as to why their 
charter should not be suspended. Failure to comply or respond will be 
considered as a plea of no contest. 

8. After evaluating the report and response, the Executive Director shall 
recommend one of the following to the International Council: 

    a. Take no action 

   b. Impose probationary status and require corrective   
                                         measures 

    c. Suspend charter 

   d. Recommend revocation of charter to the International  
    Conclave. 

    e.    The International Council shall vote on the Executive   
    Director's recommendation. 

      f.   The International Council shall have the power to direct  
    the Executive Director to enforce any sanctions. 

II.  Adjudicated Decisions by the School Regarding Hazing Incidents 

 A. Procedure 
1. The Executive Director shall receive a university decision. The 

Executive Director shall request transcripts or other records of the 
proceedings regarding the incident.

2. The Executive Director shall review the proceedings and recommend 
action to the International Council. 

3. The following may be recommended: 
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    a.  consider the matter adequately resolved by taking joint  
     action with the University 
     b.  impose probationary status and require corrective   
     measures 
     c.  suspension of chapter charter 
     d.  recommend revocation of chapter charter

4. The recommendation shall be based upon past history of the chapter's 
conduct and operations, university-imposed sanctions, and actions 
taken by the chapter and/or alumni designed to correct deficiencies in 
programming. 

5. The International Council shall vote on the Executive Director's 
recommendation. 

6. The International Council shall have the authority to direct the 
Executive Director to take the necessary action for the execution of 
any sanctions.

III.  The International Council shall have the authority to implement through policy   
 statements the provisions of this section and to enforce the same. 
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Personal Notes
Use this section to take notes on anything you learn during officer transition or 
throughout your term that will help with fulfilling your role as Venerable Dean.
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Personal Goals

Use this section to take set three goals for your term of office. There should be a short-
term (one week to one month), a mid-term (one month to one semester), and a long-term 
(one year/end of your term) goal.

Goal #1:

Due Date:

Goal #2:

Due Date:

Goal #3:

Due Date:
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Questions/Concerns

If you have any questions about the 
content in this document, please contact: 
communications@acacia.org

Visit Acacia Fraternity on the web

General Fraternity Website: acacia.org

Stay Connected on Social Media

Like us on Facebook at:  
facebook.com/acaciafraternity
Follow us on Twitter and Instagram: @AcaciaHQ

mailto:communications@acacia.org
http://acacia.org
http://facebook.com/acaciafraternity
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